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Current toxicology regulatory paradigm is problematic

•Regulatory approaches to chemical hazard 

have been focused on “black box” animal 

assays

•Protects against hazard but only very slowly -

example asbestos, BPA

•Provides little mechanistic information to guide 

molecular design 

•Assumes humans are 70 kg rats 

■Impossible to cope with the numbers of new 

chemicals being produced 

Image from: http://antidote-europe.org
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You mean it’s 

2019 and they 

are still using 

methods from 

the early 20th 

century?



Big Data
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Big Data. . . for a Toxicologist
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2015 ● More information is not always 

better; model improved when we 

used feature elimination

● Model improved when dose-

response information included

● Variable ranking indicated in 

vitro assays provided information



Big Data. . . For a Toxicologist
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2015

REACH Skin

Sensitization

2016



Big Data . . . For a Toxicologist
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Skin sensitization:

Simple classification by nearest neighbor

Accuracies better than different animal against 

each other 

From: Luechtefeld et al. Predicting Skin Sensitization with REACH Dataset



REACH Skin
Sensitization

Chemical Similarity and Skin Sensitization



REACH Skin
Sensitization

Chemical Similarity and Skin Sensitization



Big Data: Better Data
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Guinea
pig

Mouse
89%

77%



Big Data: Public Data is Useful Data
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Repetitions of Draize rabbit eye test (TG 405) 



Big Data: Public Data is Useful Data
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First test: Second test:
70%

20%

10%

mild

no 
effect

Analysis of 670 
chemicals
ALTEX 2016, 33, 
123-134 

Eye
corrosive

corrosive



Big Data: 

Little correlation of 
28 and 90 day NOAEL

Luechtefeld et al., 
ALTEX2016, 33:111-122



Risk Analysis 2015, 35:1154–1166 

Repeat-dose Tox:
37 NTP cancer studies, 
analyzed non-cancer 
endpoints: No correlation 
between species, genders and 
with historic results

ReproTox:
• 60% species correlation
• Sometimes >80% skeletal 

malformations in control 
rabbits

• Of 1223 definite, probable 
and possible animal 
teratogens, fewer than 2.3% 
were linked to human birth 
defects

Carcinogenicity:
• 57% inter-species reproducibility
• 53% of all substances test positive
• Modelling: if n=200 instead of 50: 92% positive
• 57% study reproducibility (n=121)

ALTEX 2018, 35:139-162



Your feedback is very 

important and will be used 

for future revisions.

The Evaluation link is 

available on the lecture 

page.

Lecture Evaluation

Luechtefeld et al., ToxSci 2018

Six most frequent tox tests

Consuming 57% of animals in tox

350-750 chemicals with repeat tests

81% reproducible

69% reproducible for toxic chemicals



RASAR - A marriage of technologies
Read-across
• Support weight of evidence
• Circumstantial
• Manual
• Unclear acceptability

(Q)SAR
• Data-mining by computer
• Broader applicability
• Can be validated with enormous 

consequences for acceptability 

Read-Across-based Structure Activity Relationship  = RASAR
• Mines local “similarity space”
• Comprehensive use of available data (data fusion)
• Expresses certainty



Most common Chemical Similarity (PubChem2d) with Tanimoto 
(Jaccard) metric

Combination of data sources (PubChem, ECHA, ICE...)

Network features using proximity to positive and negative 
neighbors

Data Fusion making use of other toxicity, biological and 
chemophysical endpoints

P

Machine Learning (logistic regression, random forest) gives 
probabilistic hazard estimates

Computing Clusters (Apache Spark pipeline) allow massive scale 
computing



Many ways to find similarity...

...also for chemicals



INCREASING AGGREGATION 

WITH STRUCTURAL NEIGHBORS

Unlabeled EINECS ----- Labeled ANNEX

• 1387 ANNEX SMILES

• 33383 EINECS SMILES

With a random sub-selection of 1,400 chemicals

we find structural neighbors for all 33,000 chemicals



UL and the UL logo are trademarks of UL LLC © 2017. Proprietary 
& Confidential.

UNCERTAINTY MEASURE
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Big Data: Scaling Up



Finding alternative
Chemicals
Example
Dichloromethane

1. Tox space

2. Chemical 
Similarity Space

Here:

Polarizing 

chemicals

3. Optimized
Combination



• Two human skin sensitization data sets:
• Basketter et al. (2014) – highly curated skin sensitization data set (n=131)

• HSDB – hazard screening level data set (n=369)

• Models assessed:
• PredSkin

• Toxtree

• OECD QSAR Toolbox

• Danish QSAR Database

• CAESAR (VEGA)

• UL’s REACHAcross

• LMC OASIS’ TIMES-SS

• Lhasa Limited’s Derek Nexus

Evaluation of the Global Performance of In Silico Skin 

Sensitization Models Using Human Data



Results: Specificity and Sensitivity

■ For the HSDB data set, 

sensitivity ranged from 55% to 

100%, majority between 75% to 

85%

■ For the HSDB data set, 

specificity ranged from 4% to 

84%, majority around 65% 



Quality of animal data

Complex endpoints: chronic, 
cancer, reproductive 
toxicity…

Lack of (public) animal data



■ BPA has been subjected to multiple guideline 

studies in different species/strains

■ Pubmed returned over 10,800 abstracts for BPA

■ Comparative Toxigenomics Database shows BPA 

effects almost 2,000 genes when restricted to 

humans  - many of them were contradictory 

■ HSDB has over 79 studies laboratory animal studies 

Big Data. . . Of the Wrong Kind
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Source: XKCD



Use In Vitro Data Cautiously
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Karyotyping



Extent of deviations from normal genome

MCF-7 Does It Really Capture Human Biology? 

SurePrint G3 ISCA CGH+SNP Microarray Kit, 4x180K

115234 CGH features.2440 CGH replicate probes, 59647 SNP features

reference mapping: caucasian female human reference DNA
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Kleensang et al., Nature Sci Rep, 2016



■ Machine learning can already predict human skin 

sensitization and skin and eye irritancy with an accuracy 

similar to testing approaches just based on structural 

features; further improvement will require incorporating in 

vitro or much larger data sets 

■ It will be difficult to reproduce this success with other 

endpoints, although progress is being made

■ The “Limiting Reagent” is human data - we can’t test new 

chemicals on humans for ethical reasons. . . except we do

Future Directions



•We need better surveillance and reporting of human exposure 

before we can really model and predict human phenotypes

• Existing models may be poorly suited for newer chemicals that 
are likely to be economically important

•Biobased chemicals

•Nanomaterials

•CAAT is currently building curated datasets for respiratory 
sensitization to build and test models 

Future Directions



More Data Is Not Always Better

From: Leinweber, David J. Nerds on Wall Street: Math, machines and wired 
markets. John Wiley and Sons, 2009.
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markets. John Wiley and Sons, 2009.

Data mining often depends on correlations  

however

any large data set will have numerous spurious correlations



There are lies. . . 

damn lies. . . . 

.

Data must be used carefully

There are lies. . . 

There are damn lies. . . 

And then there are. . . 



. . . and then there’s high dimensional data: lies with 
cool graphics and statistical significance



Computers vs humans: image classification  



Human

Not human

Computers perform better than humans,

but make different mistakes 

[x] Human

[  ]  Not a human

[x] Human

[  ] Not a human


